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The CC denounces the behaviour of Michel Graindorge who, at least since the end of May 

1967, has been waging campaigns which aim to promote those of his individual conceptions, 

his individual decisions, contrary to the line, to the conceptions and decisions of the Party, by 

methods and manoeuvres inadmissible, totally hostile to the principles of a Communist Party, 

Marxist-Leninist, and in particular to democracy with centralized leadership, to centralization 

based on democracy - democratic centralism - to the revolutionary Marxist-Leninist style of 

work, of proletarian discipline and democracy, of the Party spirit. 

The Party has, however, repeatedly warned Michel Graindorge against these acts. Recall that 

the CC was led to vote Michel Graindorge a severe blame for his behaviour at the time of the 

aggression of the imperialists led by American imperialism and their puppet state called 

Israel, against the Arab peoples: Michel Graindorge had campaigned inside and outside the 

Party, including seeking the support of the Zionists, against the Party line, and for the 

recognition of the so-called rights of the so-called puppet state of Israel, to undermine the 

movement of solidarity with the Arab peoples fighting against imperialist aggression. 

Michel Graindorge also led a campaign of undermining tending to sow confusion and 

confusion in the minds of the members of the Party and the communist youth, to develop 

anti-Marxist-Leninist conceptions among the elements still weak ideologically, by distorting 

the principles of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution and the thought of Mao Tse-tung. 
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Despite the Party's warnings, Michel Graindorge persisted in his petty-bourgeois, 

individualist conceptions and methods, leading to diversionism, revisionism and anti-party 

provocation. 

Eight days ago, on September 16, Michel Graindorge, in front of the secretariat of the ULB 

section of the Party ULB, and communist executives of this section, had agreed to the 

procedure followed by the Central Committee concerning the political and organizational 

measures intended to promote discussion in the Party, in the best conditions, on the basis of 

Marxist-Leninist principles, on the subject of the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution and 

its revolutionary principles. 

With duplicity in violation of the Central Committee orientation, and of his own promises 

and commitments, Michel Graindorge carried out yesterday, September 22, a scandalous 

treacherous and slanderous attack against the Party, against the Central Committee and the 

Political Bureau, against the Party line and its decisions, against the Great Proletarian 

Cultural Revolution and its revolutionary principles, against the great and glorious Chinese 

Communist Party, against Marxism-Leninism and the thought of Mao Tse-tung. 

Michel Graindorge bears full responsibility for the delay now brought to the continuation of 

the discussion in the Central Committee, following this diversionist, split-off and objectively 

provocative attack, brought on the eve of the resumption of the discussion in CC 

Indeed, before continuing the discussion in the Central Committee, in the presence of Michel 

Graindorge, the Central Committee and its Political Bureau must first clarify the why, the 

motives of this attack by Michel Graindorge and decide on its meaning. 

On the basis of the investigation carried out by the Political Bureau, the Central Committee 

will pronounce the sanction which is necessary with regard to Michel Graindorge. 

The CC demands of Michel Graindorge that he immediately stop his scandalous campaign 

tending objectively to undermine our Marxist-Leninist Party. 

The CC once again asks Michel Graindorge to proceed to a sincere and complete self-

criticism, and to return to the revolutionary, Marxist-Leninist path. 

In order that the diversion of Michel Graindorge causes the least possible damage, the 

organization of the discussion within the Party, the Central Committee instructs the Political 

Bureau to actively pursue its discussions in order to facilitate the subsequent resumption, and 

as soon as possible, of discussion in the Central Committee. 

 


